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1- In due negative effects , many people have reduced the amount of red meat they consume.
1. combine

2. eat up

3. prevent

4. take out

2- Behavior that influences someone or controls something in a clever or dishonest way is

called.............................
1. prototype

2. proposition

3. confirmation

4. manipulation

3- Reasoning from general statements of what is known to specific conclusion is

called...........................
1. inductive reasoning

2. deductive reasoning

3. reasoning

4. premise

4- The professor followed a typical teaching method in the classroom .
1. readiness

2. regular

3. concrete

4. fantasy

5- Building the airport .................................reclaiming huge areas of land from the sea.
1. come off

2. possess

3. entails

4. impose

3. achieve

4. possess

6- The party didn't quite come off as we had hoped.
1. succeed

2. lift

7- My friend wasn't a bad man , but he was emotionally ......................
1. unconventional

2. unusual

3. unstable

4. obvious

8- His novels were originally published in serial form in a magazine.
1. obviously

2. generally

3. initially

4. emotionally

9- Visual representations created by the brain after the original stimulus is no longer present is

called.................
1. creative thinking

2. visual imagery

3. self-confidence

4. unconventional

10- ..............................is an important variable in psychoanalysis approach.
1. confront

2. congnition

3. fixation

4. procedure

11- ..............................allow us to come to quick and efficient decisions.
1. evaluate

2. heuristics

3. insight

4. mindset

12- Women were ......................................for more freedom in the society.
1. experting
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2. avoiding

3. desired
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13- We suggest you ...............................the screen before completing the form .
1. minimize

2. maximize

3. relevant

4. dimension

14- Doctors say there is little ...........................of any improvement in his condition.
1. prospect

2. attribute

3. implication

4. academic

15- We offer a range of ...........................services in our factory.
1. gamble

2. insurance

3. financial

4. probability

16- The ......................of their argument is that life cannot be explained by science.
1. deplete

2. essence

3. comple

4. alleviate

3. lucky

4. inherently

17- Politics is an ...............risky career.
1. exploratory

2. satisfy

18- The need to discover and fulfill one's own potential is called..................
1. self-actualization

2. self-defense

3. self -determination

4. self-confidence

19- Only ..........................friends were invited to their weeding .
1. intimate

2. innate

3. internal

4. function

20- Trigger cognitive appraisals and emotional response is called...........................
1. cross-cultural

2. psychological disorder

3. eliciting stimuli

4. self-regulation

21- His first day work was extremely ..................................
1. bewildering

2. crucial

3. appraisal

4. wellbeing

22- Assessment of the situation to decide whether it is stressful and whether the individual has the

resources to cope with it is called.................
1. self-determination

2. arousal-interpretation

3. emotion-focused coping

4. cognitive appraisal

23- We encounter one small problem during the trial run.
1. furnish

2. confront

3. put to gether

4. tolerate

3. conduct

4. deal with

24- I don't think I can manage a long walk today .
1. provide
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2. use
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25- Refugees walked for several days until they reached ........................
1. strain

2. safety

3. strategy

4. succeed

26- There is an .........................that all the people who live around here are rich.
1. assume

2. assumption

3. assumed

4. assured

27- The ...............................consists of information and ideas that could be retrieved easily from

memory.
1. personality

2. unconscious

3. conscientiousness

4. preconscious

28- Drug ................................are necessary in chronic mental disorders.
1. extraversion

2. intervention

3. susceptibility

4. mortality

29- An investigation is being carried out by the students.
1. administer

2. develop

3. restore

4. combine

30- Significant limitations in intellectual functioning as well as in everyday adaptive behavior , which

start before age 18 is called....................
1. mental disorder

2. mental retardation

3. dissociative disorder

4. bipolar disorder

31- An observable manifestation of a physical or mental disorder is called...................
1. syndrome

2. symptom

3. social norm

4. suffering

32- Characterized by extreme suspicious and mistrust of others in unwarranted and maladtive ways is

called............................
1. dependent personality disorder

2. paranoid personality disorder

3. schizoid personality disorder

4. narcissistic personality disorder

33- Characterized by impulsive ,violent ,deceptive ,and criminal behavior is called......................
1. obsessive -compulsive personality disorder

2. histrionic personality disorder

3. borderline personality disorder

4. antisocial personality disorder

34- This is the mistaken notion that the success of a given form of ............................. reveals the cause

of the disorder .
1. transference

2. repression

3. treatment

4. disgusting

35- There is a philosophy that ........................a revolution
1. ingredient
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2. inspired

3. primed
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36- Your researches contain........................reports.
1. convinced

2. contradictory

3. genuinely

4. empathy

37- The practice of drinking too much alcohol or taking illegal drugs is called..................................
1. distortion

2. mood disorders

3. self-defeating

4. substance abuse

38- We need to ensure the teaching they receive is ....................................to their needs.
1. comparable

2. extinction

3. habituate

4. appropriate

39- The process of changing behavior by manipulating the cpnsequences of that behavior is

called..........................
1. operant conditioning

2. classical conditioning

3. exposure therapy

4. aversion therapy

40- We can create the ................................environment for learning to occure.
1. optimal
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2. impaired

3. clinician
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